DIAMOND DA40 OWNERS:

™

See Better. Fly Safer. Upgrade to BoomBeam HID Lighting.
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BoomBeams are 9 times brighter than halogen and
3 times brighter than current HID lights.
Available exclusively from
Premier Aircraft Service.
See and be seen is the best safety practice any pilot can
have. And now with the LoPresti Aviation BoomBeam High
Intensity Discharge (HID) Xenon lighting system on your
Diamond DA40 you’ll see better at night and be seen better all the time.
How much brighter will your DA40 be? You will be the
“brightest star in the sky.” BoomBeams are 9X brighter
than halogen and 3X brighter than current HID lights.
The DA40 BoomBeam features LoPresti Aviation’s patented
intermediate range reflector design, which captures all the
available light from the HID Xenon bulbs and beams it out
in front of your aircraft for dramatically improved visibility
in the air and on the ground. While the intermediate range
beam actually has a very long range, it also delivers a much
larger “footprint” on the runway and taxiway. Better visibility
means greatly enhanced safety.

The BoomBeam HID lighting system is
installed and supported by your
#1 Diamond aircraft service center.
As a division of North America’s largest Diamond Aircraft
dealer, nobody knows more about supporting and improving
the performance and value of your Diamond DA40 than
Premier Aircraft Service.
Our Diamond experts worked closely with the LoPresti
Aviation team to develop the BoomBeam HID lighting system
for the DA40 and now the upgrade is available exclusively
at our Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport (FXE) facility.
For more information about the LoPresti BoomBeam HID
lighting system or our other DA40 upgrades including the
CabinCool Air Conditioning or PowerPlus Standby
Alternator, please call Ray Bysiewicz at: 866.875.4347 or
email: Ray.Bysiewicz@flypas.com.

*Price is subject to change without notice. BoomBeam is a Registered Trademark of LoPresti Aviation.
Premier Aircraft Service, Fort Lauderdale Executive Airport (FXE), 5544 NW 23rd Ave., Hangar 14, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33309

PREMIER AIRCRAFT SERVICE 866.875.4347
OR VISIT WWW. FLYPAS . COM

WHERE INTEGRITY, EXPERIENCE AND VALUE TAKE FLIGHT
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